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www.eurovod.org

PROGRAMME AND
SPEAKERS

WEDNESDAY 5 SEPT

TUESDAY 4 SEPT

MONDAY 3 SEPT

SUMMARY
LUNCH

MORNING
10:00-15:00
ARRIVALS
AND REGISTRATIONS

Lido, Hotel Excelsior, Spazio Incontri

Excelsior Hotel
Terrazza dei Fiori

10:00-12:00
EUROVOD CONFERENCE

12:00-13:00
COCKTAIL

10:00-10:15
VOD IN
EUROPE:
FACTS &
FIGURES

10:15-11:00
Roundtable /
OVERVIEW
ON
AUDIOVISUAL
PIRACY

11:15-12:00
Roundtable
/ VOD FOR
HERITAGE
FILMS

San Servolo island,
Sala Teatro

San Servolo island,
Sala Teatro

San Servolo island
Canteen

9:00 - 10:30
REACHING THE
AUDIENCE

11:00-12:30
PROJECT PITCH

12:30-14:00
LUNCH

4

PROGRAMME
AFTERNOON
San Servolo island,
Sala Teatro

DINNER
San Servolo island,
Sala Teatro

San Servolo Island

15:00-15:30
OPENING

15:30-18:00
PARTICIPANTS
PRESENTATION

San Servolo island,
Sala Teatro

San Servolo island,
Sala Teatro

14:30-15:30
EUROPEAN
PUBLIC POLICIES

16:00 - 17:30
IS STILL
TECHNOLOGY
A FACTOR OF
DIFFERENTIATION?

San Servolo island,
Sala Teatro

San Servolo island,
Sala Teatro

Aurora Beach Club,
Lungomare Marconi,
Lido

16:00 - 17:30
DEBRIEFING

20:30 - 22:30
CLOSING DINNER

14:00 - 16:00
WORKSHOP
ON PROJECT
DEVELOPMENT

19:00-22:00
WELCOME
COCKTAIL &
DINNER

EVENING
Free to attend the
Venice Film Festival
Screenings.

22:30 - on
DJ SET
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MONDAY 3
SEPTEMBER
10:00 - 15:00

ARRIVALS AND
REGISTRATION
Participants are free to attend the Venice Film
Festival and the Venice Production Bridge

15:00-15:30
San Servolo island, Sala Teatro

OPENING
Jean-Yves Bloch
Opening EuroVoD President and CEO Le Meilleur du
Cinéma / UniversCiné
Silvia Cibien
EuroVoD
Delegate and Training Coordinator

15:30-18:00
San Servolo island, Sala Teatro

PARTICIPANTS
PRESENTATION
Trainees present their company: history, facts and
figures, identity and catalogue, achievements and
challenges.
19:00-22:00
San Servolo island, Sala Teatro

WELCOME
COCKTAIL & DINNER
6

SPEAKERS

Silvia Cibien
Italian, living in France, Silvia has a
university diploma and a master’s
degree in cultural management
and audio-visual studies. She is
working in the film industry since 2005: film
programmer and associate member of the
cultural centre Boldù and coordinator of its
Human Rights Film Fest in Venice (200508), cinema usherette for two editions of
FarEastFilm.com, then production assistant
for 360DegreesFilm.it (2006-07), theatrical
distribution assistant of OfficineUbu.com
(2007-08), distribution executive for Insomnia World Sales / Cosmopolis Distribution
in France (2012-13), consultant and local
coordinator for solarcinema.org since 2011.
In 2006 she joined the CICAE - International
Confederation of Art Cinemas, for who she
coordinated 10 editions of Art Cinema = Action + Management, an international training
course for arthouse film exhibitors. Since
2013 she’s an independent consultant for
cultural project management and European
business & affairs. She joined the VoD sector
in March 2017, cooperating with LaCinetek.
com and UniversCine.com for the international development and European affairs, coordinating EUROVOD network since then.

Jean-Yves Bloch
For 15 years, he led a double activity,
in heavy industry on the one hand
(Director of development, then
Managing Director in the building
materials sector) and on the other hand, in
independent cinema (notably as Treasurer,
then President of Maison du Film Court, and
as Producer and Director of short and medium-length films).
Since 2006, he is fully dedicated to cinema,
first at Magouric Productions, before being
appointed Managing Director of UniversCiné/Le Meilleur du Cinéma in 2007.
Since December 2011, he also leads the DVD
publishing company, Blaq Out.
Founder of the European Network for VoD
platforms, EuroVoD, in 2010, Jean-Yves presides this organisation dedicated to independent European cinema. EuroVoD is now
active in 15 European countries.
Jean-Yves is a Member of the Césars Academy and the Video/VoD heritage commissions of the CNC (French National Cinema
Centre). He regularly intervenes in festivals,
institutions and universities (Femis, Festival
of Angers, Sorbonne, etc.) to talk about cinema in new media, distribution, and online
broadcast
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TUESDAY 4
SEPTEMBER

Lido, Hotel Excelsior, Spazio Incontri

EUROVOD CONFERENCE
in cooperation with
the Venice Production Bridge
moderator: Michael Gubbins
10:00-10:15

VOD in Europe :
Facts & Figures
Jean-Yves Bloch
EUROVOD
(President)
Christian Grece
European Audiovisual Observatory, Council of Europe
(Analyst)
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SPEAKERS
Michael Gubbins
Michael Gubbins is co-founder of
analysis and consultancy company SampoMedia, chair of film
fund, Ffilm Cymru Wales and project leader of a major creative cluster development in the West Midlands of the UK.
Gubbins was editor of titles, including
Screen International and Screen Daily, and
Music Week in a 25-year career in newspapers and magazines.

pean Commission covering European
and International on-demand audiovisual service providers. He also reports
on the development of the online media sector for the European Audiovisual Observatory, and participates
in various conferences related to the
media sector several times each year.
Christian holds a BA in Economics
from the University of Strasbourg,
a Master in Business from Grenoble
Ecole de Management, a Master in Business Administration from the University of Southern Illinois at Carbondale,
USA and a Master in Industrial Economics from Paris-Dauphine University,
Ecole des Mines & Ecole Nationale Supérieure des Télécommunications.
Christian worked as an Economist in
Broadcasting competition and Spectrum Management for Orange-France
Télécom for 3 years in Paris while
being a Ph.D candidate in Economics
at Paris Tech before joining the Observatory

He writes influential reports on the changing media and cultural environment in
Europe; and is a sought-after and experienced moderator, keynote speaker and
organiser of conferences, Think Tanks and
events around the world.
In the last six years, Gubbins has worked
in more than. 30 countries with clients
interested in the changing on-demand,
always-on converged economy.
He is an Honorary Visiting Fellow of the
University of Exeter, a member of the West
Midlands Film Bureau, and sits on the advisory boards of Power to the Pixel and the
Met Film School.
Christian Grece
European Audiovisual Observatory, Council of Europe (Analyst)

Christian Grece joined the Department for Market Information at the Observatory in March 2013.
His main fields of expertise are the
economics of the online media sector
(especially video on-demand and online advertising) and the European TV
market.
Christian drafts economic reports and
analyses for DG Connect at the Euro-
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TUESDAY 4
SEPTEMBER

Lido, Hotel Excelsior, Spazio Incontri

EUROVOD CONFERENCE
in cooperation with the Venice Production
Bridge
moderator: Michael Gubbins
10:15-11:00
Roundtable

Overview on
Audiovisual Piracy
Thierry Chevillard
Blue Efficience (CEO)
Christian Grece
European Audiovisual Observatory, Council of Europe
(Analyst)
Chris Le Maitre
AAPA - Audiovsual Anti-Piracy Alliance / NDS (Director of Operational Security EMEA)
Daniel Rafaelic
EFADs - European Film Agency Directors (Member)
Croatian Audivisual Centre (Chief Executive Officer)
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NOTES

SPEAKERS
Thierry Chevillard
Thierry Chevillard is the founder
and CEO of Blue Efficience, a
French company specialized in
protecting films against online
piracy, offering innovative and efficient
services to rights holders. Clients include
TV channels, distributors, publishers and
film institutions such as TF1, UGC Images,
Mars Films and Les César.
Before founding Blue Efficience, Thierry
was Business Development Manager in a
start-up offering cutting-edge technology
for TV broadcast companies.
Thierry Chevillard is a graduate of the ESIEE Paris and Grenoble Ecole de Management.
Chris Le Maitre
Involved in anti-piracy operations
at varying levels for 20+ years in
the payTV sector, focusing on attacks directed at Conditional Access technology provided by NDS/Cisco.
PayTV piracy has evolved over these years
from smartcard piracy to various forms of
key-sharing / control-word sharing and
illicit IPTV / streaming. Prior to the payTV industry, I worked at FACT in the UK
combatting film, video and dvd piracy. For
the last 10 years, I have represented NDS/
Cisco at AAPA, the Audiovisual Anti-Piracy
Alliance.
Daniel Rafaelic
EFADs - European Film Agency
Directors (Member) ; Croatian
Audivisual Centre (Chief Executive Officer)
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TUESDAY 4
SEPTEMBER
Lido, Hotel Excelsior, Spazio Incontri

EUROVOD CONFERENCE
in cooperation with the Venice Production
Bridge
moderator: Michael Gubbins
11:15-12:00
Roundtable

VOD for Heritage Films
Wendy Bernfeld
Rights Stuff (CEO and Founder)
Nicola Mazzanti
Cinémathèque Royale de Belgique (Director); ACE Association des Cinémathèques Européennes
(President)
Christian Mungiu
Filmmaker
Reiner Rother
Deutsche Kinemathek
(Artistic Director)
Darius Vaitiekūnas
AVAKA / Kinofondas (Director)
Jean-Baptiste Viaud
La Cinemathèque des Réalisateurs / LaCinetek.com
(General Delegate)

12:00-13:00

Excelsior Hotel Terrazza dei Fiori

COCKTAIL
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pert, theorist and professor of restoration,
Nicola Mazzanti dedicated all his life to cinema and to its preservation.
He began his career as an archivist and restorer in Italy, as co-founder of the festival ‘Il
Cinema Ritrovato’ and the restoration laboratory ‘L’Immagine Ritrovata’. In the years,
he has been responsible for the restoration
of hundreds of silent and sound films, from
Chaplin to the classics of Chinese cinema,
from Murnau to Fritz Lang, from Jean Renoir to John Ford, from the Dardennes Brothers to Chantal Akerman.
A recognized expert in the field of cinematographic archiving, he has a long list of
publications on the history and restoration
of cinema, subjects on which he taught at
universities in Italy, Germany, Belgium and
the United States. Currently he teaches at
the ULB and Lille3 masters.
He wrote for the European Commission a
study on the transition of cinematheques in
the digital age: «Digital Agenda for the European Film Heritage».
He has been a board member of the Association of Moving Image Archivists (AMIA,
Los Angeles) and Europeana, a member of
the FIAF Technical Commission, and President of ACE - the Association of European
Cinematheques.
Since 2012 Nicola Mazzanti runs the Royal
Belgian Film Archive (Cinematek).

SPEAKERS
Wendy Bernfeld
Wendy
Bernfeld,
former
Montrealer and founder/Managing
Director of Rights Stuff (Amsterdam), is a passionate film buff
with 25+ years in film/paytv/vod channel
startup , biz dev and content/programming
experience in N.A. and EMEA/international
, including prior multi-region roles as CEO
Canal+ International, MD Alliance Atlantis
and earlier on in her career as an entertainment lawyer.
Since founding Rights Stuff in ‘99 (www.
rights-stuff.com), her digital agency/consultancy, she provides content strategy and
pragmatic licensing, including content curation, acquisition, distribution and development, so as to help maximise rights/windows/audiences across an evolving digital
landscape. Key expertise is international
pay/svod/ott licensing and ‘’Originals’’ deals
(traditional, cross platform, digital first/webseries, and VR) , including hybrid and digital distribution going beyond just the Big5,
to the many other key EMEA/international
thematic and regional players who compete and complement them.
Wendy has a Law Degree (L.L.B.)/J.D.) from
Queens University, after a year of B.A./
M.B.A. courses in McGill and Univ. of Toronto. She is a member of the Law Society
of Upper Canada as well as on the Roll of
Solicitors in the UK. Earlier, she was one of
10 honored appointees as Law Clerk to the
Chief Justice of the Supreme Court.
Alongside Rights Stuff, Wendy is a frequent
lecturer and writer on digital media, as well
as a strong supporter of the production/
festival sectors, including industry and advisory boards (IDFA, Binger Film Institute,
The Film Collaborative etc). Wendy was named as one of the “Brave Thinkers of Indie
Film, 2010” by Oscar-winning independent
producer Ted Hope.

Cristian Mungiu
Cristian Mungiu is a Romanian filmmaker born in Iaşi, Romania in 1968.
His debut film, Occident / West,
was premiered in Quinzaine des
Realisateurs in Cannes in 2002 and was an
audience hit in Romania. In 2007, his second
feature, 4 months, 3 weeks and 2 days, was
awarded the Palme d’Or in Cannes.
The film later received several awards as
best film of the year from various international associations of film critics. It also won
the European Film Academy awards for
best film and best director. He returned to
Cannes in 2009 as a writer-producer-co-director with the collective episodic film Tales
from the Golden Age and as a writer-director in 2012 with Beyond the Hills – double
awarded for Best Screenplay and Best
actresses. Bacalaureat / Graduation is his
fifth film presented in Cannes, awarded for
Best Director in 2016.

Nicola Mazzanti
With thirty-five years of activity
in cinema and its conservation, a
career between Europe and the
United States as archivist and restorer, festival director and international ex-
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for the French National Center of Cinematography (CNC).
With degrees in Foreign Languages and
International Affairs in Paris and Vienna as
well as in Cultural Journalism at the Sorbonne Nouvelle, he has been a journalist
specialised in International politics at the
French TV channel TV5Monde. He was also
editor-in-chief for the movie webzine www.
iletaitunefoislecinema.com and has worked
for Arte.tv as a movie journalist.

Rainer Rother
Born in 1956, Rainer Rother, studied German literature, philosophy and history in Hannover. He
completed his doctorate in 1987.
In 1991 Rainer Rother became director of
the film archives of the German Historical
Museum (DHM) in Berlin.
During his years at the DHM, Rother has
been the curator of film retrospectives and
was responsible for exhibitions on historical
and film historical topics.
Since 2006, Rainer Rother has been the Artistic Director of the Deutsche Kinemathek
– Museum für Film und Fernsehen and head
of the Berlinale’s Retrospective section. As
a film studies expert, Rother is the author
and editor of numerous publications on topics related to the history of film and the
media.
Darius Vaitiekūnas
General Manager at AVAKA (Lithuanian audiovisual authors and
producers rights association)
www.avaka.lt
Darius Vaitiekūnas, LLM with a 15 years
experience in copyright law and collective
rights management. Darius was working
as senior consultant at Lithuanian copyright association LATGA; Branch manager
for Lithuania at Nordisk Copyright Bureau
(NCB). Since 2011 head of Lithuanian audiovisual authors and producers rights association AVAKA. Now AVAKA represents
interests of more than 500 Lithuanian film
and TV creators and is the main association
in Lithuania, representing audiovisual sector
interests.
Jean-Baptiste Viaud
Jean-Baptiste Viaud is the General Delegate of LaCinetek (www.
lacinetek.com), the first European
platform solely dedicated to classic films with a catalogue of movies chosen
and presented by directors from all over the
world. In link with its board, he coordinates
the operational team and implements its
development strategy. He is in charge of
acquisition of rights and works with over
fifty rights holders and distributors both in
France and abroad.
He is also a deputy member of the Commission for “Advanced funds on Earnings”
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TUESDAY 4
SEPTEMBER

14:30-15:30
San Servolo island, Sala Teatro

EUROPEAN PUBLIC
POLICIES
Round table about the European public policies for
the VoD sector:
funding,
copyright,
cross-border
portability…
Gabriele Bertolli
European Commission
DG CONNECT
Creative Europe MEDIA

Laetitia Facon

CNC - Centre national du cinema et de l’image animée
(Head of Video Department)
Marzena Rembowski
Netflix
(Director EU Public Policy)

15:30-16:00 BREAK
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SPEAKERS
Gabriele Bertolli
Gabriele Bertolli works for Creative Europe MEDIA, the EU’s programme supporting the European audiovisual sector.
Previously, he used to coordinate the European Commission&#39;s team dealing
with media freedom and pluralism in the
EU.
Prior to joining the Commission, he worked
as consultant in EU affairs and as a freelance journalist. He has a
background in media &amp; communication (University of Bologna) and European
studies (College of Europe).

Marzena Rembowski
Marzena Rembowski is Director
for EU Policy for Netflix where she
leads the company’s policy work
with the European institutions and
governments. Since joining Netflix in 2017,
Ms Rembowski works with these institutions and governments to promote policies
that supports a competitive, open and dynamic media digital ecosystem, beneficial to
consumers.
Prior to joining Netflix, Ms. Rembowski was
Managing Director at FTI Consulting, heading the Technology, Media and Telecom
practice, and has also worked in the European Parliament and in a British law firm.
Ms. Rembowski holds an LLM in European
law from King’s College London, an LLB in
Law with French law from the University of
Reading and a Licence de Droit from Paris X.

Laeticia Facon
With a Master’s Degree in Business
Law and a post-graduate degree in
Audiovisual Law, Laetitia Facon began her career at the CNC (French
cinema agency) as a Lawyer in the Heritage
Division, before moving to the Legal Department, and becoming a Legal Adviser
in 2006. Appointed Head of the Physical
and Online Video Department in 2010, she
is responsible for automatic and selective
support for video-on-demand and physical
video, the development of the legal offer and
the fight against audiovisual piracy, as well
as the implementation of the media release
chronology policy. She is also in charge of
developing the CNC’s referencing tool.
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TUESDAY 4
SEPTEMBER

16:00 - 17:30
San Servolo island, Sala Teatro

IS STILL TECHNOLOGY A
FACTOR OF
DIFFERENTIATION?
Algorithm, interoperability, DRM, players, back and
front office, and all the hot topics about the technical aspects of running a VoD platform.
Louis Bourguignon
Le Meilleur du Cinéma / UniversCiné, BlaqOut
(CTO)
William Page
Filmdoo ; Fassoo
(Co-CEO and Co-Founder)
Philippe Sang
Kaemo / Kinow
(CTO & Co-fouder)
Daniel Siqueira
EYZ Media / Realeyz, Subtitlex
(CTO)
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day one of the most used e-commerce solutions in the world with several hundreds of
thousands of shops deployed.
Pierre Sang and Philippe Antoine (Kaemo
/ Kinow -CEO & Co-founder) meet in 2011,
and, in view of the growth of the OTT video
market, discuss the possibility of creating
a complete solution for any video catalog
holder wishing to broadcast its content online. They decide to combine their skills and
experience to create Kinow, and launch the
commercialization of the solution in 2015, after several years of R & D.

SPEAKERS
Louis Bourguignon
Long-time computer enthusiast,
Louis Bourguignon has been working as an IT consultant since 2001.
From 2010 onwards, Louis specializes in the video sector, working in projects
for Pluzzvad, Bbox by Bouygues Telecom,
the French Institute, UniversCiné...
William Page
William is an entrepreneur with a
diverse background in film, media, innovation and legal. He is the
co-founder of FilmDoo, which is
a diversified media company utilising disruptive technology to deliver the best in
entertainment, cultural and language learning content. FilmDoo has grown to have
nearly 1m visitors a month and continues
to innovate in the film space. He recently led FilmDoo’s efforts into establishing
Fassoo, which is a company focussed on
helping content owners to create and automate their entire metadata infrastructure
through the utilisation of A.I. and machine
learning technologies.
William is an adjunct lecturer at University
Technology Sydney and at Australian Catholic University teaching across various
areas of entrepreneurship and law. He is
currently undertaking a PhD at the University of Sydney where he is focussing on
open innovation and emerging accelerators. He is also a dual qualified English and
New South Wales solicitor.
William speaks regularly at conferences,
events and film festivals, primarily on innovation and utilising disruptive technologies
in media, corporate governance and startup legal issues, entrepreneurship, the film
industry and on the distribution of content.

Daniel Siqueira
EYZ Media / Realeyz, Subtitlex
(CTO)

Philippe Sang
Philippe, CTO of Kinow, is a software engineer from Epitech, and
develops the first version of the
open-source e-commerce solution
PrestaShop between 2007 and 2010 as lead
developer. He then develops many projects
as an entrepreneur, including the PrestaVOD
module, to transform a PrestaShop store
into a real VOD platform. PrestaShop is to-
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WEDNESDAY 5
SEPTEMBER
9:00 - 10:30
San Servolo island, Sala Teatro

REACHING THE AUDIENCE
Marketing and Audience Development: identity
and catalogue, subtitles, availability of the material and of the rights, reports, data analysis, target audience and all the other challenges of the
marketing and trading departments of indie VoD
platforms.
Christine Eloy
Europa Distribution
(Managing Director)
Gianluca Guzzo
Mo-Net / MyMovies
(CEO)
Nikolaj Mathies Knudsen
Gruvi
(Head of Sales & Marketing)
Jaume Ripoll
Filmin
(Head of Content and Co-funder)

10:30-11:00 : BREAK
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SPEAKERS

shares are still by Gianluca Guzzo.
Nikolaj Mathies Knudsen
Nikolaj Mathies has been working
with Gruvi since 2016 in helping
entertainment companies finding
their audiences online as well developing and executing marketing strategies in collaboration with distributors,
producers and exhibitors. Nikolaj has an
in-depth understanding of various strategies and approaches to use when promoting video content and cutting through the
noise in the online sphere.
Nikolaj Mathies is 28 years old and lives in
Copenhagen. He graduated from Copenhagen Business Academy in international
marketing in 2016 and has since then been
Head of Sales at Gruvi

Christine Eloy
After graduating in Anthropology
at the ULB (Université Libre de
Bruxelles) Christine Eloy started
to work for an event organization
company, then for a pool of European televisual cultural programs.
In 2000 she joined Cinéart, one of the
leading independent distributors in the
BENELUX, where she worked at the sales
department for twelve years, releasing
about 600 films amongst which AMOUR,
AUF DER ANDERE SEITE, PERSEPOLIS,
DANCER IN THE DARK, LORD OF THE
RINGS or STILL LIFE.
Since September 2013, Christine is Europa Distribution’s Managing Director.
Europa Distribution is the association of
independent film distributors. With about
115 members, representing 29 countries in
Europe and beyond, it acts as a network
and a think tank and serves as the voice
of the sector.

Jaume Ripoll
Jaume Ripoll, (Palma de Mallorca),
Filmmaking graduate at ESCAC
(UB). Co-founder, Editor-in-chief
and Development Manager in Filmin. Atlántida Film Fest Director.
After initiating his career directing music videos and documentaries, he started
writing articles for newspapers and magazines on trends and videogames while
working for Manga Films during 6 years.
On 2005 he became part of Cameo, the
prestigious distribution company of independent cinema, acting as Editor-in-chief.
On 2007 he became one of the founders
of Filmin, a reference website for independent cinema in Spain that has over
500,000 users, in which he serves as Editor-in-chief and Development Manager. On
2015, Filmin initiated an international expansion that has led the company to be an
available platform in Mexico and Portugal.
On 2010, Jaume Ripoll created Atlántida
Film Fest, the first film festival offering
the entire programme online. Its 8th edition exceeded the 140,000 viewers in the
three areas in which it was hosted: Internet (Filmin), open air cinemas (Palma de
Mallorca) and Television (Ib3Tv). Jaume
Ripoll has participated as jury member in
Berlin, In-Edit, Cinergia, or Sitges film festivals, among others. Likewise, he has given lectures and workshops in Locarno,
Rotterdam, San Sebastián, EuropaCinema

Gianluca Guzzo
Gianluca Guzzo studied classical
dance in France and computer
engineering at the Polytechnic
University of Milan. He began his
professional activities as a dancer, developing a strong sense of aesthetics and
the ability to acquire and understand the
trends in tastes and customs. In 2000 he
created MYmovies.it, a webite of reference in Italy for cinema, of which he is
still today CEO. In February 2010 he designed and launched MYMOVIESLIVE, an
innovative social entertainment platform
for online movie streaming. In 2015 he officially entered the world of production
with the film Louisiana - The other side
of Roberto Minervini, in co-production
with Arte Francia Cinema and Rai Cinema, presented in the ‘Un Certain Regard’
section at the 68th Cannes Film Festival.
In 2018, he confirms his commitment with
Minervini for his new film What will you do
when the world is on fire in competition at
the 75th Venice Film Festival. In February 2013 MYmovies.it is acquired by GEDI
Gruppo Editoriale S.p.A. which today
holds 83% of the company. The remaining
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NOTES

Prague, Unifrane Paris, DocsLisboa, Docs
Barcelona, FicValdivia festivals, as well as
in the Seville European Film Festival, CinemaJove, the Oursense Independent Cinema Festival, and many more.
As a teacher, since 2013 he serves as director of the Master on Online Distribution
at Universitat Oberta de Catalunya, apart
from being guest lecturer at UAB, UB, UPF,
ESCAC, Carlos III, and Camilo José Cela
universities.
On 2015 he made his début as producer
in “Barcelona, nit d’hivern” (Barcelona,
Christmas night), a great blockbuster in
Spain that had over 65,000 viewers and 7
Gaudí Awards nominations. On 2018 he has
executive produced two new films, «Jean
François and the sense of life» and «Samantha Hudson».
He has also participated in the screenwriting of “Somos Gente Honrada”, feature
film directed by Alejandro Marzoa that
competed in the Malaga’s.
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WEDNESDAY 5
SEPTEMBER

11:00-12:30
San Servolo island, Sala Teatro

PROJECT PITCH
Pitching of the selected projects looking for clients
and partners to be developed and implemented.
15 min each + Q&A
Weerada Sucharitzul
Filmdoo ; Fassoo
(Co-CEO and Co-founder)
Pierre Antoine
Kaemo / Kinow
(CEO & Co-founder)

Andreas Wildfang

EYZ Media / Realeyz, Subtitlex
(CEO)

Filip Lozić

Mohikanac Produkcija
(Director)

12:30-14:00
San Servolo island Canteen

LUNCH

22

SPEAKERS

and international independent film scene. EYZ further offers B2B VOD solutions
from mobile-app-development to content
localization and recommendation algorithms through its experienced team of
software developers. Before guiding EYZ’s
move to the digital arena he operated art
house cinemas and organized independent
film festivals. His short films were shown at
international festivals and he worked as
a cameraman for numerous film productions. His academic background is in German literature and linguistics.

Weerada Sucharitkul
Weerada Sucharitkul is the Cofounder of FilmDoo, overseeing
Content, UX, Product, Technology
and Customer Acquisition. Having lived in eleven countries across five
continents, Weerada launched FilmDoo in
2015 to reflect the three things she’s most
passionate about: films, travelling and entrepreneurship. She has over ten years of
experience across Digital Strategy, Transformation, Innovation and Technology.
Weerada has spoken extensively on digital
distribution at international film festivals, including Cannes, Odessa, Edinburgh, Thessaloniki, Raindance and Luang Prabang, as
well as at filmmaker workshops and film
schools internationally and locally. Weerada previously studied at Judge Business
School, University of Cambridge. Weerada
currently splits her time between Paris and
London.

Filip Lozić
I was born in Zagreb, Croatia in
1989, where I attended primary and
high school. At a very young age I
developed an interest for films and
for acting. Much of my early life was spent
making short films with friends and going
to drama classes. After high school I went
to study acting at The Academy of Dramatic Art in Zagreb, where I developed a love
for theatre, while also deepening my love
for film. I got a chance to work on various
student films, and started to think seriously
about directing. After finishing my acting
studies I applied and was accepted to the
London Film School filmmaking course. After a year of intense studies, I decided to
cut it short, and go back to Croatia to start
my own production company, Mohikanac
Produkcija. From then on I went to direct
my first short film ‘On The Water’, and produce a few others. Currently I am working
on a few short film projects, and also on
commercials and music videos.

Pierre Antoine
Pierre, CEO of Kinow, is pursuing a
double degree in engineering and
sales specializing in innovation
marketing. He has been working
for several years as a B2B consultant in
Europe. He then moved to Canada to refine his business skills and his practice of
English.
Pierre meet Philippe Sang (Kaemo / Kinow
- CTO & Co-fouder) in 2011, and, in view
of the growth of the OTT video market,
discuss the possibility of creating a complete solution for any video catalog holder
wishing to broadcast its content online.
They decide to combine their skills and experience to create Kinow, and launch the
commercialization of the solution in 2015,
after several years of R & D.
Andreas Wildfang
Andreas Wildfang is the executive director of the Berlin-based
company EYZ Media GmbH. EYZ
develops products and services
in the field of digital media. The company
operates the Realeyz video on demand
platform. Realeyz caters to a specific B2C
target audience giving users a unique
gateway to the multi-faceted European
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WEDNESDAY 5
SEPTEMBER

14:00 - 16:00

San Servolo island, Sala Teatro

WORKSHOP ON PROJECT DEVELOPMENT
B2B meetings and
business planning

16:00 - 18:00
San Servolo island, Sala Teatro

DEBRIEFING & CLOSING REMARKS

Aurora Beach Club,
Lungomare Marconi, Lido di Venezia

CLOSING DINNER PARTY
Organised in partnership with EYZ Media
and Le Meilleur du Cinéma
20:30 - 22:30

Dinner Buffet
22:30 - on

DJ set
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WHO’S
WHO ?

CINEMA SERVICE PLATFORM AUSTRIA

kino.vodclub.online ; cinema-service-platform.at ; cinema-paradiso-stpoelten.
vodclub.online ; schubertkino.vodclub.online

Julia Brauner

Project Manager
j.brauner@cinema-service-platform.at

HOANZL VERTRIEBS GMBH AUSTRIA
hoanzl.at ; agentur-hoanzl.at ; globe.wien

Marcus Mittermeier

VoD Exececutive and Marketing Director
marcusmittermeier@hoanzl.at

CINÉMATHÈQUE ROYALE DE BELGIQUE BELGIUM
ACE - Association des Cinémathèques Européennes BELGIUM GERMANY
cinematek.be ; ace-film.eu

Nicola Mazzanti

Director / President
nicola.mazzanti@cinematek.be
ace@deutsches-filminstitut.de

EUROPA DISTRIBUTION BELGIUM
europa-distribution.org

Christine Eloy

Managing Director
christine.eloy@europa-distribution.org
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EUROPEAN COMMISSION, DG CONNECT, CREATIVE EUROPE
MEDIA BELGIUM
ec.europa.eu

Gabriele Bertolli

Policy Officer
gabriele.bertolli@ec.europa.eu

NETFLIX BELGIUM
netflix.com

Marzena Rembowski

Director EU Public Policy
jmrembowski@netflix.com

UNIVERSCINÉ BELGIUM & LUXEMBOURG

universcine.be ; nl.universcine.be ; uncut.be (+.lu) ; vod.lu

Maxime Lacour

Sarah Gury

Liza Brandt

Caroline Corradi

CEO
Eurovod / Treasurer
mlacour@universcine.be

Marketing & Editorial Manager
sgury@universcine.be

Marketing and Web Editor
lizabrandt@hotmail.com

Marketing Manager
ccorradi@universcine.be

VAF - FLANDERS AUDIOVISUAL FUND BELGIUM
vaf.be

Hans Van Nuffel

Consultant / Jurymember / Creator
havanu@gmail.com

EFADS - European Film Agency Directors / CROATIAN AUDIVISUAL CENTRE CROATIA
efads.eu ; havc.hr

Daniel Rafaelic

Member / CEO
daniel.rafaelic@havc.hr
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MOHIKANAC PRODUKCIJA CROATIA
mohikanac.hr

Filip Lozic

Danijel Popovic

Director
lozicfilip@gmail.com

Manager, Line Producer
danijel@mohikanac.hr

FINNISH FILM WEEK MEXICO FINLAND

oktober.fi ; www.cinetecanacional.net/php/cartelera_ciclos.php?ClvCic=2248

Christian Flores

Founder and Programer
sungfilms@yahoo.com

BLUE EFFICIENCE FRANCE
blue-efficience.com

Thierry Chevillard

CEO
tchevillard@blue-efficience.com

CNC - Centre national du cinema et de l’image animée FRANCE
cnc.fr

Laetitia Facon

Head of Video Department
laetitia.facon@cnc.fr

EUROPEAN AUDIOVISUAL OBSERVATORY, COUNCIL OF EUROPE
FRANCE
obs.coe.int

Christian Grece

Analyst
christian.grece@coe.int

EUROVOD FRANCE
eurovod.org

Silvia Cibien

Delegate and Training Coordinator
scibien@eurovod.org
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KAEMO / KINOW FRANCE
kinow.com

Pierre Antoine

Philippe Sang

CEO & Co-founder
pierre@kinow.com

CTO & Co-fouder
philippe@kinow.com

LA CINEMATHÈQUE DES RÉALISATEURS / LACINETEK FRANCE
lacinetek.com

Jean-Baptiste Viaud
General Delegate
jbviaud@lacinetek.com

LE MEILLEUR DU CINÉMA / UNIVERSCINÉ , BLAQOUT FRANCE
universcine.com ; blaqout.com

Jean Yves Bloch

Louis Bourguignon

Fabienne GUILLIER

Charles Hembert

CEO
Eurovod / President
jybloch@universcine.com

CTO
lbourguignon@universcine.com

General Secretary
fguillier@universcine.com

Editorial Director
chembert@universcine.com

FILMFESTIVAL.GE GEORGIA
filmfestival.ge

Rusudan Pirveli

CEO and Co-founder
pirveli@hotmail.com

DEUTSCHE KINEMATHEK GERMANY
deutsche-kinemathek.de

Rainer Rother

Artistic Director
rrother@deutsche-kinemathek.de

EYZ MEDIA / REALEYZ / SUBTITLEX GERMANY
eyzmedia.de ; realeyz.de ; beta.subtitlex.com

Andreas Wildfang

Daniel Siqueira

CEO
Eurovod / Vice-President
wildfang@eyzmedia.de

CTO
siqueira@eyzmedia.de
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MO-NET / MYMOVIES ITALY

mymovies.it ; mymovies.it/live/film/ ; mymovies.it/trovastreaming/

Gianluca Guzzo

Matteo Cassese

CEO
gianluca@mymovies.it

Business & Marketing Consultant
matteoc@matteoc.com

AVAKA/ KINOFONDAS LITHUANIA
avaka.lt ; kinofondas.lt

Darius Vaitiekunas
Director
darius@avaka.lt

CUTAWAY / CINESQUARE MACEDONIA
cutaway.mk; ; cinesquare.net

Marina Lazarevska

Kiril Gjozev

Project Coordinator
marina.lazarevska@gmail.com

Project Manager
kiril.ktfilmmedia@gmail.com

FILMMAKER ROMANIA
mobrafilms.ro

Christian Mungiu

Filmmaker
cristian@mobrafilms.ro

TRANSILVANIA IFF ROMANIA
tiff.ro

Dorina Oarga

Head of Industry Department
dorina@tiff.ro

MOVIE SIEVE SLOVENIA
moviesieve.com

Borut Semolic

Managing Director
team@moviesieve.com
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FILMIN SPAIN

filmin.com (.es .pt .mx)

Jaume Ripoll

Head of Content and Co-Founder
Eurovod / Administrator
jaume@filmin.es

UNIVERSCINE SWITZERLAND / LEKINO SWITZERLAND
lekino.ch ; tipimages.ch

Francine Lusser

Priscilla Frey

CEO and Founder
Eurovod / Administrator
mail@tipimages.ch

Head of Acquisitions and
Programing
pfrey@lekino.ch

DOCSONLINE THE NETHERLANDS
docsonline.tv

Vernon Gielen

Director
vernon@docsonline.tv

RIGHTS STUFF THE NETHERLANDS
rights-stuff.com

Wendy Bernfeld

CEO and Founder
wbernfeld@rights-stuff.com

AAPA - AUDIOVSUAL ANTI-PIRACY ALLIANCE / NDS UK
aapa.eu ; nds.com

Chris Le Maitre

Member of AAPA / Director of Operational Security EMEA at NDS
clemaitr@cisco.com

CURZON UK

curzon.com ; curzoncinemas.com ; curzonhomecinema.com ; curzonartificialeye.com

Ryan Hewitt

Content and Social Marketing Manager
ryan.hewitt@curzon.com
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FILMDOO / FASSOO UK
filmdoo.com ; fassoo.com

Weerada Sucharitkul

William Page

Co-CEO and Co-Founder
wps@filmdoo.com

Co-CEO and Co-Founder
Eurovod / Secretary
wjpage@filmdoo.com

Delphine Riffaud

Content Coordinator
delphine@filmdoo.com

GRUVI UK
gruvi.tv

Nikolaj Mathies Knudsen
Head of Sales & Marketing
nikolaj@gruvi.tv

SAMPOMEDIA UK

sampomedia.wordpress.com

Michael Gubbins

Partner
michael.gubbins@gmail.com
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The Network of European
Video on Demand Platforms
for independent cinema

@EuroVoD_network
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www.eurovod.org
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